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The early searches
• At Dzero, analyses were “student centric”
– Decided to join the dilepton gang
– Concentrated on Calorimeter performance and electrons

• Null Searches, led to limits, limits and more limits and by
Jan 1994, we submitted a PRL with a fairly high lower
limit on the top quark mass (> 131 GeV @ 95% C.L.
U.L.)
• However in the meantime, behind the scenes, a very
interesting and educational dialogue was/had taken
place.
• So let’s rewind and go back in time…

The “gold plated” eµ event
(See posters – event 417)

• The year is 1993, the month is Jan…
– An event with exceptional qualities has been found
– The “excitement” generated by this event was so high, that until
Oct – Nov 1993, it subsumed almost every meeting and every
person “associated” with the top group.

• Byproducts of this exceptional event are:
– Both the muon and the central tracking reconstruction are
revisited and made more robust.
– Development of many techniques, including multivariate
analyses to compute the probability that this event is inconsistent
with background and is due to top quark production.
– A couple of competing Dilepton mass analyses seem to develop
almost overnight, and all indicate that the event is consistent with
a top quark of mass between 145-200 GeV !

The Great Debate
Top Discovery or Not ?
• This debate, mostly in the manner it was carried out, is
the one which made an everlasting impact on me and
my belief that open deliberations on hot topics are
essential within large collaborations.
• The environment of inclusiveness and openness is what
distinguishes a scientific venture from a top down
industrial culture.
• It was amazing that graduate students, postdocs and
mighty professors from prestigious universities all had
equal weight in determining if this “single impressive
event” in 1993 constituted the “discovery of the top
quark” or not.

Some quotes from the debate
•
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– more impressively, they were divided by age:
An interesting and
• Older crowd: aggressive and restless to publish
unexpected outcome
• Younger crowd: patient and cautious
– Cautiousness (maybe too conservative??) prevailed and we published a limit
paper, included this event (Jan 1994)

The Increasing Significance
• By mid 1994, given the 131 GeV lower limit, we
had optimized our search for a higher mass top
quark.
• With 13.5pb-1, we had 1.9σ significance.
– Published this by Nov 1994.

• This “higher mass” optimization was a significant
step in the discovery of the top quark.

The triggers, detectors, and software
•

While optimizing the higher mass analysis
– we pushed and squeezed in all directions

•
•

A and HT: exploited the strength of the calorimeter (hermiticity)
The muon tagging of bjets, using the low pT muons exploited the strength of
the muon system
– The calorimeter in this case acted as a background shield!! No punchthroughs

•
•

Use of TRD for electron confirmation
Triggers were continuously designed to
keep the efficiency close to 100%

The timeline to discovery…
• Nov – Dec 1994: (results for Aspen 1995 conference)
– analysis from doubling of data set (22pb-1), with the previously
optimized cuts, significance increased to 2.5σ ! (Increased by √N)

• And… this realization just moved the race for the top quark
to its highest gear!!!!

– Emergence of “blind” analysis (stop adding/looking at data)
– Optimize for much higher masses based on MC/background models

The Sighting!!!!

The Musings….

The Friendly Competition
within the top group
• Cut based cross section
analyses in different channels
• mu-tagged analyses
• 2D analyses as cross checks:

It smells like top,
it walks like top,
it is top!

But there is a 2σ
discrepancy in the
hypersphericity of
the ω spectrum

– Mtop(hadronic) vs.MW(hadronic), and
– A vs. HT

• Mass determination of the
candidate events
• Multivariate analyses
– Alternate methods to cut based

• The most debated issues were:
– Our confidence in modeling the background
• (W+jets + mis-id backgrounds)

– The understanding of candidate event characteristics.

The constant requests for updates
•

While Nick and Boaz played
the good cop – bad cop role.
– It felt like a boot camp!

•

It is 12:01pm,
where are the
results?

Ferbel (2/6/2005):
– I wonder whether our enthusiasm is blinding our pursuit of truth (top)?”

•

Rich Partridge (2/9/2005):
The cutoff date for defining our data set is tomorrow. Lepton + Jet analyzers are urged to
update their sample over the weekend. The mass fitting group urgently needs your list of
candidate events. Here is a tentative schedule for the next week:
– Weekend: Updating of data samples
– Monday: Final list of events passing each sets of cuts (PRL, Loose, Tight1, Tight2)
– Tuesday: Preliminary numbers for efficiencies and backgrounds for each set of cuts
– Wednesday: Check numbers for errors, consistency
– Thursday: Presentation of results at top meeting”

Getting to all the luminosity
• Every event was important for the discovery analysis.
• We took over the event reconstruction farm (1/28/1995)
– much to the annoyance (mild?) of other groups, as they thought we
are going crazy over results to be shown at winter conferences….
– Probably they did not realize we were ε away from discovery

• And data taken in Jan were available in Feb for analysis
– A heroic effort by the reconstruction and farm team.

• We devised ways to recover Main Ring events!! (see poster)

The effort to be unbiased
• High Standards were being adhered to while optimization to
get the best S/B or mass measurements.

The Fallout from “blind”
optimization
• The lost di-electron event due to standardization of
the object-IDs across analyses…
⇒ a hole in the office door…

The Convergence
• The contact with John Peoples:

• The marathon:

My apologies to a few, whose pictures I could not find…

The Two Day Top Marathon…

The Conveners

The spokes
The subgroup conveners

Dotting the i’s and Crossing the t’s
The discovery numbers!!!
Observed: 17 events
Expected background: 3.8 ± 0.6 events.
Significance: 4.6 σ
Probability for an upward fluctuation
of the background to produce the
observed signal is 2 x 10-6

By the end of the marathon, the collaboration had
been assimilated into the top group

The drafting of the
“Discovery Paper”
•

Jan. 17, 1995:
– Drafting committee and Editorial Board formed for top quark discovery paper

•

Jan. 29, 1995:
– First draft of top discovery paper (long paper).
.

•

Feb. 16-17, 1995:
– Top quark discovery analysis review is final.

•

Feb. 17, 1995 (Friday):
– Director notifies Dzero at 4:20pm of CDF’s intention to submit top quark
discovery paper to PRL within one week.

•

DØ decides for a simultaneous PRL submission.

•

Feb. 18-19, 1995 (Saturday, Sunday):
– PRL length paper drafted from the long paper.

•

Feb. 20, 1995 (Monday):
– Top discovery PRL is posted for a 24 hour collaboration review.

The fear of leaks
• Hide the paper in the QCD group project area.

• It still happened…
– We also had their paper!
• We have not yet figured out
who our Karl Rove and
Judith Miller are…

The Editorial Board Process
•

Feb. 21, 1995 (Tuesday) : Over 200 collaborators submit comments.

•

Feb. 22, 1995 (Wednesday):
– Editorial board meets from morning until night to review collaboration
comments and revise PRL draft.

•

Feb. 23, 1995 (Thursday): PRL draft is finished for submission.

It’s official!
Feb. 24, 1995, Friday, 11:00 a.m.:
–

Top discovery paper submitted by
H. Greenlee et. al. electronically
to PRL.

Mar. 2, 1995 (Thursday) - Public
announcement of
top quark discovery;
press conference.

And finally….
• We were all fatigued
and exhilarated at the
same time.
• It is a lifetime experience
and once again it would be
fun to be in the middle of
something similar!

